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ABSTRACT 

Following the outages in 2004 and 2006, the Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration 
(SNSA) has started with the practice of independent outage analysis in a form of an internal 
report. It includes a comparison of performed activities against the planned time schedule of 
activities, evaluation of design modifications implementation and analysis of significant 
events. The main result of the outage analysis is a list of recommendations and some open 
issues that have been identified. These findings are the basis for development of an action 
plan for SNSA activities until the next outage, aimed at eliminating deficiencies found out 
during the outage and further improving outage activities. The established system of outage 
supervision together with the final analysis and long term action plan represents an effective 
continuous safety supervision process, by which the regulatory body independently 
contributes to the higher level of safety culture both at the licensee and among its own staff.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

The Krško NPP refuelling outage is a demanding activity because of large amount of 
work in a limited time frame and because activities need to be performed with high quality 
and reliability. Outage activities are performed by the Krško NPP staff and contractors, both 
domestic and foreign. The Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration (SNSA) supervises the 
outage activities through continuous presence onsite as well as with thematic visits to the 
plant Technical support organizations (TSO) perform oversight of selected outage activities 
and issue a special report with recommendations for improvements. The main aim of outage 
supervision is assurance that radiation and nuclear safety are maintained. Based on 
information and findings during the outage SNSA assesses whether the planned activities 
have been performed according to the outage plan and on a required quality level and whether 
this can assure a stable and safe operation of the plant in the next fuel cycle.  

2 EVOLUTION OF THE SNSA OUTAGE SUPERVISION PROCESS 

Since the start of Krško NPP commercial operation in 1983 the refuelling outage 
activities have been supervised by the SNSA onsite inspectors and by the TSO. The 
supervision has focused mainly to processes of refuelling, maintenance activities, testing of 
safety systems and design modifications implementation. At the end of the outage the TSO 
have issued a statement on compliance of outage activities with regulations, approved 
procedures and good engineering practice. The onsite SNSA inspection and this statement 
have assured that radiation and nuclear safety have been maintained and that SNSA may issue 
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an approval for first criticality and plant restart after the outage. This long time established 
process corresponds to the central part of Figure 1 (enclosed by a red dashed line). 
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the SNSA outage supervision process 
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After the outage 2004 the SNSA started to complement these traditional supervision 
activities by preparing a special report on the outage [1]. The aim was to identify open issues 
based on findings during the outage and to analyse such findings. A special action plan with 
corrective actions to resolve these issues was prepared. The action plan was carried out during 
the following fuel cycle. This new outage analysis and feedback process corresponds to the 
bottom part of Figure 1 (enclosed by a blue dotted line). For the outage 2006 SNSA 
developed this process even further, since preparations for supervision of the outage 2006 
started well in advance by proposing thematic visits to the plant and organising these visits in 
cooperation with the SNSA onsite inspector and the Krško NPP. With fulfilment of the action 
plan and these pre-outage activities (shown in the top part of Figure 1) the outage supervision 
became a continuous process that encloses both the outage and the fuel cycle. Development of 
the action plan became an integral part of compilation of the outage report and analysis [2]. 
For the next outage that shall start in October 2007 the process is developing even further 
with the aim that the outage report and analysis shall become a living process, following the 
outage activities in real time. The compiling of outage report will be performed every day of 
the outage and the analysis shall be completed just 15 days after the end of the outage. A 
SNSA procedure to define the activities of the supervision process for the outages and fuel 
cycles is also being prepared [3]. 

The individual activities of the outage supervision process are illustrated in Figure 1 
together with the planned deadlines. These activities are explained in more detail in next 
sections of this paper for the preparation phase, outage oversight activities, analysis of the 
outage with preparation of the action plan and implementation of the action plan during the 
following fuel cycle. 

3 PREPARING FOR THE REFUELLING OUTAGE 

To perform the outage activities in a limited time frame the activities have to be well 
prepared in advance and precisely coordinated during the outage. The Krško NPP prepares 
several plans of activities, which comprise replacement of the fuel elements of the reactor 
core, inspection of equipment, maintenance activities, testing of safety related equipment, 
implementation of design modifications and other activities. To implement all these activities 
detailed plans are prepared with well defined time frame and responsible personnel for every 
such activity. Most demanding activities set the critical path for the outage and can sometime 
cause unexpected delays of the whole plan (Figure 2). The Krško NPP also plans plant 
improvements by design modifications which require long-term planning to adequately 
prepare them, to receive an approval from the SNSA and then to implement these 
modifications during the outage. For several activities contractors are hired what is considered 
in the plan. Timely delivery of equipment from suppliers is also very important. 

 

 
Figure 2: Critical path - replacement of low pressure turbines in the outage 2006 
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Prior to the outage, the outage activities that shall be overseen by the TSO need to be 
defined. According to the outage plan various tasks are defined and are then distributed 
between several organisations that are authorized for such a specific field of work. A contract 
precisely defines the oversight activities that every organisation would perform and then 
report on the proper implementation of these activities or eventual findings in special reports. 

SNSA prepares for an outage mainly by reviewing planned design modifications. Any 
open issues about these modifications need to be cleared before modifications approval and 
their implementation. Safety related modifications have to be supplemented by an 
independent expert opinion from a TSO before being approved by a SNSA decision. Plans of 
inspection, maintenance activities and testing of safety related equipment are also reviewed to 
propose SNSA visits to the Krško NPP during the outage. Since most of the SNSA personnel 
follows the outage during day excursions to the plant, precise planning and coordination of 
these visits need to done.  

For the personnel (other than the Krško NPP’s staff) special licenses are required to 
enter the plant’s technological area and this has to be arranged in advance. For every specific 
building, area or room of the plant special day to day access permits need to be issued. 
Planning entries to the plant also needs to be coordinated with the Krško NPP staff and outage 
activities. 

Preparation for the outage activities are summarized in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Preparation for the outage 

4 OVERSIGHT OF THE OUTAGE ACTIVITIES 

The SNSA follows the outage activities by onsite inspections and through special visits 
for specific topics. The SNSA analysis coordinators review the planned activities in Krško 
NPP and proposals from the SNSA staff for special topical visits to the outage. A plan of 
outage supervision is made and coordinated with the Krško NPP prior and during the outage. 
Coordinators gather the information from the SNSA staff and compile it into the outage 
analysis report [1, 2]. 

An onsite SNSA inspector is present at daily meetings of Krško NPP staff where outage 
plan performance is reviewed and open issues are presented. These inspections are focused 
mainly at major activities, eventual events or failed tests of safety equipment, causes for 
outage plan delays etc. All the information gathered and eventual findings are written in 
inspection notices. Special visits by other SNSA staff are dedicated to supervision of plant 
modifications implementation, testing of safety relevant equipment and major maintenance 
activities. In case of significant events special visits are made to gather information on the 
root causes for these events and to review the plant’s corrective actions to prevent recurring of 
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such events (Figure 4). On all of these topical visits special notes are written to describe the 
performance of outage activities and eventual findings on the site. 

 

 
Figure 4: An event during outage 2006 - overheating of axial bearing of turbine driven 

auxiliary feedwater pump during extended operation of the pump 

 
The TSO follow selected outage activities and prepare weekly reports that confirm the 

proper fulfilment of these activities. The SNSA onsite inspector takes part in weekly meetings 
of the TSO where open issues and findings are debated. Eventual non-compliances or findings 
are notified to the Krško NPP staff and are cleared during the outage or are included as 
recommendations in the summary report of the TSO on outage activities [4]. 

Oversight of the outage activities are summarized in Table 1. An example of the SNSA 
supervision activity for the outage 2006 by a topical visit is presented in Table 2. 

Table 1: Oversight of the outage activities 

responsibilities activities result 
analysis coordinators planning/coordinating compiling the analysis 
onsite inspector onsite inspections inspection notices SNSA 
other staff special topical visits notes on findings 

TSO oversight of activities weekly and summary 
reports 

 

Table 2: An example of outage 2006 supervision by SNSA topical visits 

visit date SNSA staff modification outage activity 
12 April 
2006 

M. Dobnikar 416-RU-L Replacement 
of low pressure turbines 

damage of a low pressure turbine 
discovered during outage 2004 

 

5 ANALYSIS OF THE OUTAGE AND PREPARATION OF AN ACTION PLAN 

A template delineating the contents of the outage report is prepared prior to the outage 
and responsibilities of the SNSA staff for oversight of individual activities are defined. A 
general overview of the outage report contents is defined in the SNSA procedure [3] and is 
presented in Table 3. Report is compiled from the inspection notices and special notes of 
topical visits. Non-compliances and findings during the outage as well as significant events 
are basis for the analysis of the outage that is a part of the outage report. Radiation and 
nuclear safety during the outage is assessed and attention is given also to the industrial safety, 
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quality assurance (QA) and safety culture of the Krško NPP management and staff. The report 
aims to distinguish also cases of good practice that are found during the outage preparation 
and activities by the plant.  

Table 3: Contents of report on Krško NPP outage and analysis 

Chapter Contents 
1 Introduction 
2 Implementation of action plan from previous outage analysis  
3 Preparation for the outage 
4 Performance of outage activities (operations, major activities, 

plant modifications) 
5 SNSA supervision of the outage (maintenance, implementation 

of modifications, surveillance testing, calibrations etc.) 
6 Analysis and findings (events, radiation and nuclear safety, 

industrial safety, QA, safety culture, good practices etc.) 
7 Outage analysis action plan 
8 Conclusions 

 
The result of such an analysis and evaluation of findings is development of an action 

plan for the SNSA activities until the next refuelling outage, aimed at eliminating deficiencies 
found out during the outage and further improving outage activities. Report is reviewed by the 
heads of SNSA inspection and nuclear safety division and is then confirmed by the SNSA 
director. The outage report is then sent to Krško NPP for comments and possible corrections. 
For a possible new revision of the outage analysis the comments of the Krško NPP and TSO 
are taken into consideration. 

In the SNSA outage analysis of 2004 [1] and 2006 [2] there have been 34 and 32 
separate actions defined in the action plan, respectively. 

6 IMPLEMENTATION OF OUTAGE ANALYSIS ACTION PLAN 

Activities from the action plan are performed according to predefined deadlines for 
individual activities and for every task responsible persons are defined (an example is 
presented in Table 4). This represents a follow-up to the outage supervision and analysis. The 
tasks from the action plan are performed during the following fuel cycle by meetings with the 
Krško NPP staff and visits of the plant’s technological area. Special notes on these meetings 
are prepared that include eventual findings, status of long-term strategies from the Krško NPP 
to solve open issues, reports on implementation of corrective actions following an event or a 
finding during the outage and other. Such notes prove that the activities have been fulfilled 
according to the action plan and also include recommendations for further actions from the 
SNSA if this is needed. Implementation of the action plan activities is followed by designated 
SNSA coordinators and the current status is presented to the SNSA director every month. A 
review of implementation of the action plan is included also in the next outage report as a 
special chapter. From 34 actions of outage 2004 analysis action plan [1] there have been only 
3 actions that have not been implemented during the next fuel cycle. 

Table 4: An example of outage 2006 action plan activity by the SNSA staff 

action SNSA staff deadline activities 
Replacement of low 
pressure turbines 

M. Ferjančič December 
2006 

review of testing results after 
turbines replacement; review of 
report on turbines replacement 
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The summary report of the TSO on outage activities [4] is also reviewed by the SNSA 
and in special meetings the SNSA and the TSO discuss with the Krško NPP staff on the 
findings presented in the summary report and on implementation of the TSO 
recommendations for plant improvements. The Krško NPP presents its position on such 
recommendations and a plan for elimination of deficiencies that have been found during the 
outage. 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

The aim of the outage report and the analysis is to assess whether planned activities 
have been performed according to the outage plan and on a required quality level and whether 
this can assure a stable and safe operation of the plant in the next fuel cycle. Since 2004 the 
SNSA began to develop a more active role in the outage supervision process and added more 
activities of special interest than were included in the traditional supervision process by 
SNSA onsite inspectors and TSO. The aim is also to follow outage activities in real time thus 
enabling a prompt SNSA response in case of safety relevant findings. Such an improved 
outage supervision process together with the final analysis and long term action plan 
represents an effective continuous safety supervision process, by which the regulatory body 
independently contributes to the higher level of safety culture both at the licensee and among 
its own staff. Systematic approach to the outage supervision and analysis by the SNSA that 
started in 2004 will be further defined and enhanced by issuing a procedure on oversight of 
the Krško NPP outages and fuel cycles [3]. Recently SNSA has also prepared a draft 
regulation that requires NPPs and research reactors to report about the outages [5]. This 
includes reporting on planned activities for the outage, implementation of outage plan and a 
plan of corrective actions for resolving the findings during the outage. 
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